RESULTS OF CABS & SPA AUTUMN 2018
BIRD PROTECTION CAMP IN
CYPRUS

Boštjan Deberšek, Committee Against Bird Slaughter

1 CAMP DURATION AND PARTICIPANTS
Every year since 2011, CABS & SPA have been gradually extending the duration of
Autumn Bird Protection Camp in Cyprus and this autumn was no exception. Camp
started on the 29th of August and ended on the 12th of November, running in total for a
record high 72 days. The reason behind making the longest Camp was to cover the
most of autumn trapping season and also the first weeks of winter trapping season.
29 people from 10 different countries participated at the Camp. They come from Cyprus,
Germany, Great Britain, Italy, Switzerland, Slovenia, Hungary, Serbia, Spain and
Australia. 22 participants already participated at previous Camps in Cyprus, while 7 of
them participated for the first time.
2 OVERALL RESULTS
With the help from officers of Cyprus Police, SBA Police and Game and Fauna Service
we have achieved the following results this autumn:
BIRD TRAPPING
141 active trapping sites found
2596 limesticks seized
53 mist nets seized
60 blackcap electronic callers seized
9 song thrush electronic callers seized
66 net poles seized
16 prosecutions for bird trapping made (21 persons)
524 birds released from traps
ILLEGAL BIRD HUNTING
47 illegal hunting sites investigated
47 quail, blackcap, skylark and song thrush electronic callers seized
2 prosecutions for illegal hunting made (3 hunters)
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Picture 1: Mist nets and freshly killed birds seized from the trapping site found by CABS
& SPA volunteers during Autumn 2018 Bird Protection Camp in Cyprus
2.1 COMPARISON OF RESULTS MADE AT AUTUMN 2017 AND AUTUMN 2018
BIRD PROTECTION CAMPS
Table 1: Comparison of results made at Autumn 2017 Bird Protection Camp and
Autumn 2018 Bird Protection Camp in Cyprus
Autumn Bird Protection Camp

2017

2018

60

72

No. of active trapping sites found

211

141

-33.2

No. of seized limesticks

3432

2596

-24.4

No. of seized mist nets

145

53

-63.4

No. of seized electronic callers

108

69

-36.1

No. of prosecutions

19

15

-21.1

ILLEGAL BIRD HUNTING
No. of investigated illegal hunting
sites
No. of seized electronic callers

58

48

-17.2

50

48

-4.0

No. of prosecutions

1

2

100.0

Duration of the Camp (days)

Trend (%)

BIRD TRAPPING
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Bird trapping activity in Cyprus has declined in comparison with autumn 2017. Even if
the Camp this autumn was longer as it was previous autumn, we found 33 % less active
trapping sites as we did a year ago. We also found less set traps. Especially the number
of found set nets dropped significantly, for more than 63 % in just one year.
Although we are pleased with the decline, we must point out that the most of observed
decline happened in the British Eastern Sovereign Base Area on Cyprus (ESBA). New
personnel hired in the SBA Police took the issue of illegal bird killings seriously and in
just one year they managed to radically reduce the trapping levels (table 2).
Table 2: Results of Autumn 2017 and Autumn 2018 Bird Protection Camps in ESBA and
Republic of Cyprus
Autumn Bird Protection Camp

2017

2018

Trend (%)

No. of active trapping sites found

84

30

-64.3

No. of seized limesticks

188

36

-80.9

No. of seized mist nets

95

13

-86.3

No. of seized electronic callers

52

4

-92.3

No. of active trapping sites found

123

110

-10.6

No. of seized limesticks

3244

2560

-21.1

41
48

37
64

-9.8
33.3

ESBA

REPUBLIC OF CYPRUS

No. of seized mist nets
No. of seized electronic callers

The situation in Republic of Cyprus didn’t improve much. Despite the new, higher fines
introduced last year, trapping activity, measured by number of active trapping sites
found at Autumn Camps 2017 and 2018, declined only for 10,6 % in one year. The
results of Autumn 2018 Camp show that trapping in the Republic remains common and
widespread.
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2.2

BIRDS WERE BLASTED FROM THE CYPRUS SKY

Even more worrying than the levels of trapping is the extent of illegal hunting in
Republic of Cyprus. As CABS & SPA teams were busy with monitoring of illegal
trapping, we have spent only a small amount of time to investigate illegal hunting. Our
investigations of hunting revealed massive shootings of protected bird species and
massive use of illegal electronic callers.
If we consider that there are 42 000 registered hunters in Cyprus and beside them a
large number of hunters without hunting license and if we consider that there is very
little control of their activities, it is easy to conclude that probably millions of birds, both
legally and illegally shot, were blasted from the Cyprus sky this autumn.

Picture 1: Wings and feathers of protected bird species found on the ground of one the
hunting sites investigated during Autumn 2018 Camp in Cyprus
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Picture 2: Hunter killing an injured bird by throwing it to the ground. Recorded during
Autumn 2018 Camp in Cyprus
3 TRAPPING ACTIVITY OVER DURATION OF THE CAMP
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In total, we have detected trapping activity 259 times on 141 different trapping sites
during the Camp. Trapping activity (red line on figure 1) was, except for one peak that
happened in the middle part of the Camp, surprisingly the highest in the last weeks of
the Camp.

active sites
seized nets
seized
limesticks

November

Figure 1: Trapping activity, seized nets and seized limesticks per weeks of the Autumn
2018 Bird Protection Camp in Cyprus
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Also the confiscations of traps peaked in the last part of the Camp: number of seized
limesticks peaked in the last two weeks of the Camp and number of seized nets peaked
in the week from 22-28 October.
4 COOPERATION WITH ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES
Trapping and illegal hunting were common and widespread in the Republic of Cyprus
this autumn. The main reason for that is very obvious: there were simply not enough
enforcement officers deployed in the Republic to efficiently tackle illegal bird killings.
Only two patrols of game wardens, that were deployed daily to monitor poaching in
Famagusta and Larnaca Districts this autumn, were absolutely not enough to deter
poaching activity in these two districts. How can two patrols monitor efficiently hundreds
of trapping and illegal hunting sites that are active every day in the south-eastern part of
Republic of Cyprus in the autumn season ?
The lack of enforcement was also evident from results of cooperation between CABS &
SPA teams and anti-poaching enforcement officers in the Republic of Cyprus during the
Camp. We have reported 107 active trapping sites to the game wardens from Game
and Fauna Service and to the police officers from Cyprus Police this autumn. They were
able to investigate 77 cases reported by our teams, while they were unavailable for 30
reported cases (table 3).
Most of investigations, made by game wardens and Cyprus Police for the cases
reported by our teams, were short and included only confiscations of set traps without
further investigations. Ambushes to catch trappers were made only at 11 out 77
investigated cases.
On other hand, SBA Police officers, operating in the ESBA, were available to investigate
all but one case reported by our teams and they have made ambushes at more than
one third of reported sites.
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Table 3: Results of cooperation between CABS & SPA members and enforcement
agencies during the Autumn 2018 Bird Protection Camp in Cyprus
Game and Fauna Service
& Cyprus Police

SBA
Police

No. of reported cases

107

29

No. of investigated cases

77

28

No. of investigated cases with ambush

11

10

No. of cases with prosecution

10

4

No. of prosecuted cases with investigation
of residential premises of suspects

0

2

5 THE BIRDS
Our work is all about rescuing the birds. This autumn we have rescued and released
524 birds caught in traps. They were rescued either by us or by police officers and
wardens at the sites report by our teams.

Picture 3: 2 out of 524 birds saved from traps during Autumn 2018 Bird Protection
Camp in Cyprus
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Table 4 shows the number of individuals per bird species rescued from traps. Included
are the number of birds found dead in traps and the number of dead birds found during
investigation of residential premises of trappers.
Table 4: List of birds rescued from traps and birds found dead during the Autumn 2018
Camp in Cyprus
No. of
No. of
No. of dead
birds
birds
birds found
rescued
found
during
from traps dead in
house
traps
investigation
1 Blackcap (Sylvia atricapilla)
2 Robin ( Erithacus rubecula)
3 Song thrush (Turdus philomelos )
4 Red-backed shrike (Lanius collurio)
5 Reed warbler (Acrocephalus scirpaceus)
6 Chiffchaff (Phylloscopus collybita)
7 Willow warbler ( Phylloscopus trochilus )
8 Lesser whitethroat ( Sylvia curruca)
9 Cyprus warbler ( Sylvia melanothorax )
10 Black redstart ( Phoenicurus ochruros )
11 Masked shrike (Lanius nubicus)
12 House sparrow (Passer domesticus)
13 Spanish sparrow ( Passer hispaniolensis )
14 Sardinian warbler (Sylvia melanocephala)
15 Chaffinch ( Fringilla coelebs )
16 Stonechat (Saxicola rubicola)
17 Common Nightingale ( Luscinia megarhynchos )
18 Greenfinch (Chloris chloris)
19 Blackbird ( Turdus merula )
20 Wryneck (Jynx torquilla )
21 Great tit ( Parus major )

397
15
14
6
6
6
5
5
4
4
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

63

1
1

1

1

Unidentified

47

3

208

Total

524

70

208
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5.1 HOW MANY BIRDS DID WE ACTUALLY SAVE THIS AUTUMN ?
The number of birds saved directly from traps is by far not the number of all the birds we
have saved this autumn. Removing traps or, even better, catching trappers and
prosecuting them, usually stops trapping activity on investigated sites for certain period
of time. The length of this period varies among trapping sites. During the camp we have
removed 2596 limesticks and 53 nets from 74 trapping sites. Considering that on
average each limestick catches 0,5 birds and each net 20 birds per day, we saved
approximately 2400 birds just on the day we have removed the traps.
After removing the traps, we have continued to monitor trapping activity on these 74
trapping sites. Only 18 of them were found active again or reactivated, while the
remaining 56 sites were not found active again until the end of the Camp. Altogether we
found traps 99 times on these 74 sites, meaning that on average, a trapping site from
which we removed traps, was found active only 1,3 times during the Camp.
We dont know how many times these trapping sites would have been active this
autumn, if they hadn’t been disturbed, but for sure more than 1,3 times. According to
our experiences from previous autumns, undisturbed trapping sites are active
approximately 10-30 times per season, so by shutting them down and by regularly
controling them during the whole Camp, we have saved approximately between 18 000
birds (if these 74 sites would be active 10 days) and 55 000 birds (if they would be
active 30 days) this autumn just on these 74 trapping sites !
If we consider that we also investigated 47 illegal hunting sites and removed 47
electronic callers and caught 3 hunters on investigated hunting sites and if we consider
the effect of our daily presence in the field that additionally deterred trapping and illegal
hunting activity, we saved even much more birds. As it is good to operate with numbers,
we can roughly estimate that we saved around 25 000 – 70 000 birds in total this
autumn.
6 CONCLUSION
Another amazing Camp is concluded. The Camp wouldnt be possible without our
volunteers that showed once again an outstanding endurance and motivation to help
the birds in Cyprus. They have been working through the night, continued to work in the
morning and ended their long shifts in late morning and sometimes even later. Beside
working long hours they were frequently exposed to the shouting, chasing, verbal abuse
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and even physical aggression from poachers. Despite all the difficulties they have
carried on with this important work.

Picture 4: Blackcaps rescued from limesticks found during the Autumn 2018 Camp in
Cyprus
Huge decrease of trapping observed in ESBA has shown that it is possible to stop
trapping and illegal hunting, if you put the enforcement in the hands of the right people.
New officers, that were hired to tackle poaching in SBA Police, didnt repeat the excuses
why they cant stop trapping over and over again, like some officers did in the past. They
have changed words for actions and put all available resources to the best use to stop
poaching. And it worked.
The situation in the Republic remains bad. As only two patrols of game wardens,
responsible to monitor poaching, are covering the whole Famagusta and Larnaca
Districts, they were regularly not available to investigate cases reported to our teams.
When they were available, they mostly just seized the traps and electronic callers found
by our teams without ambush or other further investigations. As a result, trapping
continues to bloom in the Republic.
When I think about all these shots and callers used for hunting we could hear in the
mornings and all the quail callers we could hear everywhere we stopped in the nights, I
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know there is still a major commitment demanded to reduce the massive extent of illegal
hunting. We did investigate a lot of illegal hunting sites and removed a lot of callers and
even managed to catch and prosecute few hunters this autumn, but this is very little
compared to the extent of illegal hunting. As bird trapping did decrease this year, we
hope we will have more time and enough volunteers to do more against illegal hunting
in the winter season and during the next autumn season.
There is still a lot to do. For now lets celebrate the big difference we have made this
autumn. Thank you, the participants and thank you the supporters and the donators that
have made this bird protection camp possible.
Boštjan Deberšek
Committee Against Bird Slaughter
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